Hello, researchers! We continue to ask that all researchers using the RDC wear a mask when entering and exiting the room, as well as when meeting with analysts and other researchers. Masks are not mandatory at workstations, however, so feel free to remove them while you work. We also continue to ask that researchers please book their appointment in advance using our Picktime site. The link for this can be found in the menu on the righthand side of this page. Also a reminder to please lock your workstations when exiting the room. Thank you!
RESEARCHER ROLE CALL

Researchers! We are looking for publications and upcoming research to include in our newsletters. If you have any of the following, please send us an email at rdc@uwo.ca to be included in an upcoming newsletter:

- Manuscripts in progress or published using StatCan data this year
- Upcoming events featuring StatCan data, or research using StatCan data

BOOKING PROCEDURES

In the RDC, we continue to operate on a booking schedule. Here are some important tips:

- Researchers are able to book a number of workstations all day. This can be done through the booking site, or you can email the Analysts at rdc@uwo.ca to inquire about having one of us book this for you.
- Researchers should always aim to arrive to their booking within 20 minutes of it beginning. Please let us know if you are running behind, and if you are finishing early. Additionally, please let us know if you need to cancel an appointment.
- Bookings for the following week appear exactly 1 week prior and remain open until 24 hours before the beginning of the slot.
DATA ADDITIONS

THIS MONTH

- EICS_2021
- ELMLP: PSIS 2020
- NHS_CEN_CHS_TIFF_T4
- ERLF-NLSCY-TIFF-DAD
- LFS Monthly Release: Dec 2022 files
- BEAM (Business-Employee Analytical Microdata)

UPCOMING

- EICS_2021
- ELMLP: PSIS 2020
- NHS_CEN_CHS_TIFF_T4
- ERLF-NLSCY-TIFF-DAD
- LFS Monthly Release: Dec 2022 files
- BEAM (Business-Employee Analytical Microdata)

RECENT PUBLICATIONS


In progress

Remote Meetings in the RDC

Is one of the researchers on your project from out of town/unable to come in and look over your results before submitting? No problem.

Ask one of the analysts if you can set up a phone meeting with other members of your team to virtually go over your findings together and skip additional output requests by signing an attestation.

See analysts for details.